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A microscopic calculation of the Rayleigh scattering cross section and the absorption coefficient for arbi-

trary single-walled carbon nanotubes is presented. The approach is based on the density matrix formalism 

combined with the tight-binding band structure. Both Rayleigh and absorption spectra show a characteris-

tic intensity ratio behavior, which can be explained by an interplay of the optical matrix element and the 

joint density of states. 
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1 Introduction 

Over the recent years Rayleigh scattering from nanoscale objects, such as single-walled carbon nano-

tubes (SWCNTs) [1, 2] and semiconductor quantum wells [3–5] was successfully added to long-

established optical spectroscopy methods, such as absorption, photoluminescence and Raman spectro-

scopy [6–8]. Combined with electron diffraction data Rayleigh scattering spectroscopy has successfully 

been applied to determine the physical structure of individual SWCNTs [2]. In contrast to the optical 

absorption coefficient that is given by the imaginary part of the optical susceptibility [9, 10], the 

Rayleigh scattering cross section is determined by the full dielectric response of the investigated nano-

tube [11]. This difference leads to unique features in Rayleigh spectra, which will be discussed in this 

work. 

2 Rayleigh scattering cross section and absorption coefficient 

Within the approximation that Rayleigh scattering from SWCNTs corresponds to scattering from a cyl-

inder with a diameter small compared to the wavelength of light, we obtain for the Rayleigh scattering 

cross section per unit length [1, 11]: 

 4 3 2( ) | ( ) 1|rσ ω ω ε ωµ - , (1) 

where ω  is the frequency of the scattered light, r the radius of the cylinder, and ( )ε ω  the dielectric func-

tion of the nanotube. The frequency dependent optical susceptibility ( ) ( ) 1χ ω ε ω= -  is the response 
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function of the perturbed system [9]. It contains information about physical structure, electronic transi-

tions, as well as the chirality and family dependence of the individual SWCNT. In contrast to the 

Rayleigh scattering cross section from Eq. (1), the absorption coefficient ( )α ω  is given only by the 

imaginary part of the susceptibility ( )χ ω  [9, 10]: 

 ( ) Im ( )α ω ω χ ωµ . (2) 

To obtain the absorption coefficient α and the Rayleigh scattering cross section ( )σ ω  we have to deter-

mine ( )χ ω  which is defined as  a function of the macroscopic current density ( )j ω  and the vector poten- 

tial  ( )A ω  [10, 12].  The current  density  
0 0

( ) (2 / ) Re [ ( ) ( )]
z

j t i e m M p tµ - Â k

k

k�  depends on the optical  

matrix element ( )
z

M k  along the nanotube axis (z-axis) and the microscopic polarization ( )p t
k

. The latter 

expresses the probability amplitude for an optical transition at the wave vector k and can be calculated 

within the density matrix formalism by solving the free-particle Bloch equation [9] ( )tp� =
k

 

( ) ( ) ( )i p t g t p tω γ- D + - .
k k k k

 The microscopic polarization ( )p t
k

 is determined by the subband transi-

tion frequency [ ( ) ( )]
c v

ω ω ωD = -
k

k k  (where c denotes the conduction band and v the valence band), the 

Rabi frequency 
0 0

( ) ( / ) ( ) ( )
z

g t e m M A t=
k

k  (with m0 as the bare electron mass and e0 as the elementary 

charge), and the phenomenological parameter γ  introduced to describe dephasing resulting from elec-

tron–phonon or electron–photon coupling. As a first approach, we focus on the free-particle Bloch 

equation. Even though the optical excitations of carbon nanotubes are determined by excitons [13, 14], 

free-particle band-to-band transitions form a first fundamental step in understanding the optical proper-

ties of carbon nanotubes, especially their chirality and family behavior [10, 15, 16]. The calculation of 

the cross section ( )σ ω  from Eq. (1) and the absorption coefficient ( )α ω  from Eq. (2) requires, finally, 

the determination of the optical matrix element ( )M k . Within the tight-binding model and the ortho-

gonal first-neighbor approximation [17–20], we obtain a fully analytical expression for ( )
z

M k  for light 

polarized along the nanotube axis [10]: 

 
1 2 3 1 2 1 1 2 2

( ) [( ) cos (2 ) cos ( 2 ) cos ]
2 | ( )|

c

z z

M
M m k n n n n n n

N e
Ψ Ψ Ψ, = - - + + + ,

k

 (3) 

with the constant optical matrix element 
c

M  for the two nearest-neighbor atoms [15], 2 2

1 2
N n n= +  

1 2
n n+ , 

1 1 2 2
π (2 )/ 2π ( / )

z
m n n N n q kΨ = + - , 

2 1 2 1
π ( 2 )/ 2π ( / )

z
m n n N n q kΨ = + + , 

3 1 2
Ψ Ψ Ψ= - , and | ( )|e =k  

3

1

[1 2 cos ( )]
i

i

Ψ

=

+ .Â  The number of graphene hexagons in the nanotube unit cell is denoted by q [17].  

The matrix element is a function of the chiral index 
1 2

( )n n,  and of k, which contains the band index m 

and the wave vector 
z

k  along the tube axis. It exhibits an important nanotube family dependence as dis-

cussed below, see also [10]. Now, we have all ingredients to calculate ( )σ ω  and ( )α ω . The results are 

presented in the next section. 

3 Rayleigh and absorption spectra of semiconducting carbon nanotubes 

Figure 1 compares absorption and Rayleigh spectra showing the third and fourth transition 
33

E  and 
44

E  in 

semiconducting carbon nanotubes with an approximately constant diameter of about 2 nm. We focus on 

these nanotubes, since experimental Rayleigh spectra of SWCNTs with a similar diameter have already 

been measured [1, 2]. In contrast to the absorption coefficient ( )α ω , the Rayleigh scattering cross section 

( )σ ω  also contains the real part of the dielectric function ( )ε ω  [Eq. (1)]. The latter leads to some unique 

features in Rayleigh spectra. Figure 1 illustrates that Rayleigh peaks have a different lineshape and are 

slightly red-shifted compared to the corresponding Van Hove singularities in the absorption spectra. The 

real part of the dielectric function ( )ε ω  (refractive index contribution) has a non-resonant tail on the 

lower energy side of each transition [9] leading to the asymmetric broadening of the Van Hove singulari-

ties. The slight difference in the maxima positions of the imaginary and the real part of ( )ε ω  accounts for  
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Fig. 1 (online colour at: www.pss-b.com) Rayleigh spectra of semiconducting +1 and −1 nanotubes 

with a diameter of approx. 2 nm corresponding to the Kataura branch [21] with 2n
1
 + n

2
 = 48. The chiral 

angle increases from top to bottom. Note that for −1 tubes the energetically lower transition E
33

 is weaker 

in intensity, whereas +1 tubes show an inverse behavior. The figure also illustrates the corresponding ab-

sorption spectra (dashed line) with the characteristic Van Hove singularities. (The absorption coefficient 

is normalized to the value of the E
33

 peak in the corresponding Rayleigh spectra.) 

 
the red-shift of Rayleigh peaks. This shift is about 10 meV, and it is independent of the chiral angle or 

the nanotube family. 

 Figure 1, furthermore, shows that for semiconducting –1 tubes, i.e. tubes belonging to the  (n1 – n2) 

× mod3 = –1 family [17, 21], the third transition 
33

E  is weaker in intensity than 
44

E . In contrast, the semi-

conducting +1 tubes belonging to the (n1 –  n2) mod3 = +1 family have the opposite behavior: 
33

E  is 

slightly stronger in intensity. This different family behavior cannot be explained by considering only the 

joint density of states (JDOS), which has been shown to be generally enhanced for energetically higher 

transitions [10, 18]. As a result, the transitions 
33

E  is expected to be smaller in intensity than 
44

E  inde-

pendently of the tube family – in contrast to our observation in Fig. 1. An explanation can be found when 

taking the optical matrix element ( )
z

M k  into account. Figure 2 shows ( )
z

M k  along the ΓKM high-

symmetry line of graphene. The matrix element has a smaller absolute value on the ΓK- than on the  

KM-side. This leads to a family dependence of ( )
z

M k , which has an influence on the oscillator strength of  
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Fig. 2 (online colour at: www.pss-b.com) Optical matrix 

element M
z
(k) at the Γ point of a zigzag nanotube (k

z
 = 0), at 

which the subband transitions take place. This plot corresponds 

to the ΓKM high-symmetry line of graphene. The inset shows 

the Brillouin zone of graphene with the line ΓKM. Note, that the 

matrix element M
z
(m, 0) has a smaller absolute value on the ΓK- 

than on the KM-side. This has an influence on the oscillator 

strength of transitions. 
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transitions. Depending on the side, on which the Van Hove singularity is located with respect to the K  

point, the transition intensity is expected to be enhanced or reduced. The observed different family be-

havior of relative intensities in Fig. 1 arises from the fact that the energy minima for +1 and –1 tubes for 

a given transition 
ii

E  are located on opposite sides of the graphene K point [10, 21]. For +1 tubes the 
33

E  

Van-Hove singularity originates from the KM-line (whereas 
44

E  stems from the ΓK-line) [10, 21] result-

ing in an enhancement of 
33

E  with respect to 
44

E , since the matrix element ( )
z

M k  is larger on the KM-

side (Fig. 2). The difference in intensity for +1 tubes, however, is much smaller than for –1 tubes, see 

Fig. 1. This can be led back to the geometry factor 3 4
rω  in Eq. (1) that enhances the energetically higher 

transition 
44

E  leading to a reduction of the intensity differences for +1 tubes. 

4 Conclusions 

In conclusion, we have calculated the Rayleigh scattering cross section and the absorption coefficient for 

arbitrary carbon nanotubes within the density matrix formalism and the tight-binding model. We show 

that Rayleigh peaks have a different lineshape and are slightly red-shifted compared to the corresponding 

Van Hove singularities in the absorption spectra. Furthermore, the chirality and family dependence of the 

characteristic intensity ratios in both Rayleigh and absorption spectra is explained by an interplay of the 

joint density of states and the optical matrix elements. Our work will be useful for the optical characteri-

zation of semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes. 
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